
Date Who was Involved? What Happened?

23/09/11 Near Miss Cut finger whilst removing folder from document cabinet

05/10/11 Near Miss Partial rotation of articulated dumptruck trailer.

17/10/11 Near Miss Damage to water pipe adjcent to Inchgarvie House

09/11/11 Incident Tripped going upstairs.

15/11/11 Incident Cup cracked when washing it and cut finger

22/11/11 Near Miss Dropped several 6m plastic ducting pipes

22/11/11 Incident Cleaner tripped over the tripod legs on floor.

01/12/11 Incident Trip whilst walking on uneven ground

06/12/11 Near Miss Damage to racing marker.

08/12/11 Near Miss Tree damage to roof of St Margarets Hope Lodge Building.

08/12/11 Near Miss High winds blew damaged tree onto public highway.

19/12/11 Near Miss Streetlighting cable damaged with excavator bucket

13/01/12 Near Miss Loss of grip with spudleg led to short period of the vessel drifting 

07/02/12 Incident Slip on iced carpark surface.

07/02/12 Incident Slip on iced carpark surface.

14/02/12 Near Miss Vessel contact with Beamer Rock

16/02/12 Near Miss Windblown damage to sheet from Workshop

16/02/12 Incident Fencing subcontractor struck waterpipe

28/02/12 Incident In moving a lighting towerlight tower the foot was run over.

29/02/12 Incident Caught finger in door of cupboard.

01/03/12 Incident Over on ankle whilst walking on ground

12/03/12 Incident Moving tree stump grazed shin. 

17/04/12 Near Miss Vessel struck socket formation

17/04/12 Near Miss Tug in navigation channel

19/04/12 Incident Exiting cabin in the yard - went over on ankle on doorstrip. 

02/05/12 Incident Skin cold damage.

02/05/12 Incident Skin cold damage.

07/05/12 Near Miss Loss of spudleg from barge

08/05/12 Near Miss Generator - compressed air line hose failure 

12/05/12 Near Miss Damage to concrete pump pipe line.

12/05/12 Near Miss Damaged hose to concrete pump

21/05/12 Near Miss Manriding Basket 

22/05/12 Near Miss Anchor drop

02/06/12 Near Miss Crane jib failure

04/06/12 Incident Handling photocopier toner box cut finger.

06/06/12 Near Miss Anchor loss from the Multicat Vessel

15/06/12 Near Miss Non permit for footpath construction.

19/06/12 Near Miss Noticed swollen left wrist noticed lifting bag from bin

05/07/12 Near Miss Rib damaged against a vessel at S1 then became lost in foggy conditions

06/07/12 Incident Whilst moving from rib vessel onto jack-up ladder hit thumb. 

09/07/12 Incident Fell from machine step side of back made contact with the machine 

10/07/12 Incident Minor cut to joiners nose which bumped into spreader beam for shutter 

12/07/12 Near Miss Damaged windscreen to the concrete pump

26/07/12 Incident Slip and fall on pad eye whilst mooring.

01/08/12 Incident Minor cut to joiners finger tip as it grazed the saw blade 

01/08/12 Near Miss Tugboat had minor collision with barge

07/08/12 Near Miss During refuelling of the petrol generator there was a small fire on board a 

07/08/12 Incident Non work related injury - pulled muscle.

08/08/12 Incident Sprained wrist when pushing a step ladder

08/08/12 Near Miss Hose came off compressor

13/08/12 Near Miss Vessel collision resulting in damaged ladder.

16/08/12 Near Miss Dredger vessel minor collision jack down close to vessel

05/09/12 Incident Slip on wet floor.

09/09/12 Near Miss Pyrogen System activated control for engine overheating

11/10/12 Incident Small cut to back of hand when it struck a door

16/10/12 Incident Slip on muddy surface sprained ankle.

16/10/12 Near Miss Navigational marker light struck by vessel during barge movement, causing 

18/10/12 Incident Dust on a sample bag come off and went into eyes



18/10/12 Incident Whilst lifting chains the person struck his jawline with them.

18/10/12 Near Miss Whilst tying roles an individual fell over into water at pontoon P berth.

27/10/12 Near Miss Exisiting water pipe in abandoned water service pipe was cut  Forth Ports 

12/11/12 Incident Setting a jack in place on TW Platform, the individual stumbled forward and 

19/11/12 Incident Steelfixer small cut to left eye lid, as a result of a dropping bar bouncing up 

04/12/12 Near Miss While walking on pre-cast concrete walkway the individual went over on ankle 

05/12/12 Near Miss Telehandler transporting through the Batch Plant stuck the overhead cable 

06/12/12 Near Miss During concrete pumping operations  the rubber line burst

08/12/12 Near Miss Concrete barge moved causing 3/4" line to break

13/12/12 Near Miss Tug crossed over anchor wire of Robin S during departure.

16/12/12 Near Miss Damage to bottom of vessel when it hit object in water

21/12/12 Near Miss Tripped into open hatch outer periimeter of barge 

07/01/13 Incident Walking to the work area the IP fell at ground level onto right wrist

21/01/13 Incident While clearing a rock from the structure it slipped and hit the IP on the resting 

26/01/13 Near Miss Rib required anchor wire to be loosened to release the boat

27/01/13 Near Miss Whilst tilting the anchor in the water to remove, the pad eyes broke off. 

27/01/13 Near Miss Vessel impact into 5A Buoy at entrance to Rosyth P Basin

08/02/13 Near Miss Panel slipped whilst being offloaded from delivery truck

08/02/13 Near Miss 150mm scaffold tube within crane working zone.

09/02/13 Incident Bargemaster slipped and fell on deck

09/02/13 Incident Deckhand injured leg when cutting a cable-tie on deck

17/02/13 Near Miss Damage to the Hemiksem winch wire to the thruster

20/02/13 Near Miss Pulling cables through a pipe, back strain was recorded but no witness to 

22/02/13 Near Miss When extinguishing cigarette using foot, the toe made contact with a plant 

28/02/13 Near Miss As a result of movement due to swell from a passing vessel, the LR1300 

06/03/13 Near Miss Barge moved whilst 415V cable was attached to a generator

07/03/13 Near Miss Excavator contacted and burst uncharted 90mm water main

07/03/13 Near Miss Mobile concrete pump, line coupler burst at connection.

12/03/13 Incident Skelf worked into the skin on the chest of joiner resulting in infected lump.

13/03/13 Incident Welder set his jacket on fire but removed it without any physical harm 

16/03/13 Incident Whilst on patrol the guard opened the service door adjacent to the entrance 

18/03/13 Incident Weld burn to foot 

20/03/13 Incident Diver requested assistance when a bag caught on his leg. 

22/03/13 Incident IP was assaulted on site receiving small cut to cheek and bruising to arms

23/03/13 Near Miss Yard Foreman tying ropes to quay wall bollards from vessel, twisted back.

01/04/13 Near Miss Damage caused by crash between barge and approching tug

02/04/13 Near Miss Broken anchor wire 

03/04/13 Near Miss Cherry Picker moved causing damage to adjacent cabin on boat deck.

03/04/13 Near Miss Dent to boom lacing due to wind/wave action 

08/04/13 Near Miss Barge moved due to tide and slack ropes puling gangway into water

09/04/13 Near Miss Work stopped - operators not wearing harnesses.

10/04/13 Near Miss Flammable materials left in working area

13/04/13 Incident Operative opened water pump hose connector and got wet

16/04/13 Near Miss Smoking receptacle on fire, suspected lit cigarette end.

16/04/13 Near Miss Cabin blew over in high winds

16/04/13 Near Miss Access Pontoon to N1 Cofferdam broke free from moorings due to high winds 

26/04/13 Near Miss On vessel approach to S1 caisson the lighting stand made contact with the 

29/04/13 Near Miss While grinding a wall spool the operators rotated it onto his pinky.

29/04/13 Near Miss Cladding panel unexpectidly moved whilst being handled using a mobile work 

29/04/13 Near Miss Ceiling tile dislodged from suspended ceiling grid in mens toilet.

08/05/13 Near Miss As a result of cutting using a grinder the threads at the hem of the operatives 

08/05/13 Near Miss Damaged airlift pipe flange

09/05/13 Near Miss Damage to the handrails section on the concrete barge

10/05/13 Near Miss IP was placing slings on load of 6m airlift pipes when a pipe slipped and 

14/05/13 Near Miss Whislt placing the air breaker for use by the next operator, the chisel edge of 

22/05/13 Near Miss Welding generator dropped from the pallett of the lift truck as the forks lifted 

25/05/13 Near Miss Tug grounded on sandbank at low tide

26/05/13 Near Miss Telehandler made contact with formwork in north wall yard

28/05/13 Near Miss Gangway damaged as it struck the bollards of Osprey Carrier



31/05/13 Incident Strain to upper left chest area - moving cleaning machine

10/06/13 Near Miss Crane driver lowered the airlift pipe instead of raising it, and had to move out 

12/06/13 Incident Operatives foot caught under re-bar

13/06/13 Near Miss Crane tracker damaged fire hydrant & water main over the service when 

14/06/13 Incident Injury to lower back, not reported on the day of the incident to FCBC, accident 

21/06/13 Incident Elbow cut when striking against sharp edge 

25/06/13 Incident Operatives foot struck by a piece of re-bar

26/06/13 Near Miss Operative hit his finger with his hammer 

28/06/13 Near Miss Having delivered, & then removed metal cage welfare lockers into to his van 

01/07/13 Near Miss Slipped off a 150mm high sleeper when working at jetting operaton to remove 

01/07/13 Near Miss Tug struck  anchor wire trying to manouvre

02/07/13 Incident Whilst handling re bar on his shoulder the operative felt dust enter his eye. 

11/07/13 Incident Operator digging trial holes felt pain in his back.

16/07/13 Incident Operator hit finger whilst lifting wheelbarrow into skip

16/07/13 Incident Operator leaned over into cube tank and lower back muscles went into 

19/07/13 Near Miss Chute supporting pin failed on concrete mixer causing the chute sections to 

21/07/13 Near Miss Trailer hit storage bins at Batching Plant

22/07/13 Near Miss Concrete placing boom damaged when it struck the JD1 deck.

22/07/13 Near Miss Smoking fuel when leaked fuel made contact with hot pump engine

22/07/13 Near Miss Smoke seen to come from under contractors moving vehicle - melted cable 

24/07/13 Incident Cleaner, injury to right foot when wood panel fell from wall

30/07/13 Incident Hit back on access scaffold when he stood up from crouched position

31/07/13 Incident Welding flash burn to neck area when assisting welder

02/08/13 Incident Cut to arm from contact with Hi-Rib lathe when unhooking chains

02/08/13 Incident C-Plan excavator had bucket facing road as car approached, car driver 

05/08/13 Incident Injury to right leg and right forearm when foot went through steel re-bar 

06/08/13 Incident Injury to leg when scraped a scaffold tube on the barge

06/08/13 Incident Twisted right ankle going through opening for Tremmie Pipe

08/08/13 Incident Cut to lower left leg when walking on hi-rib

13/08/13 Incident Skipper of Cabin. Rib fell into the water and was rescued by his passenger

13/08/13 Incident Plant fitter slipped whilst exiting a truck cab striking his left knee on the truck.

15/08/13 Near Miss Whilst lifting a MEWP, the machine tipped up and hit the counterweight & 

24/08/13 Incident Pump operator splashed by slurry

26/08/13 Near Miss Scaffolders removed guardrail and left work area unsafe - potential fall

31/08/13 Near Miss Container boat taking action to avoid collision with FCBC Cabin Rib.

04/09/13 Near Miss IBC tank fell from forks of the FLT.

04/09/13 Near Miss Cut/Abrassion to thigh, with stilth saw

06/09/13 Near Miss Olympain Jib struck by frame during lift

09/09/13 Near Miss Dropped tool from scaffold platform

10/09/13 Near Miss Piling rig tracked over outlet branch of water main

17/09/13 Incident Shoulder injury when emptying wheelbarrow into skip

17/09/13 Near Miss Minor damage to cast in anchor

19/09/13 Incident Grinder kick back stuck IP in mouth

20/09/13 Incident IP went to step onto the pontoon, but stepped onto an umbilical by mistake. It 

20/09/13 Incident Cut to left index finger 

21/09/13 Near Miss MEWP drove onto soft ground resulting in damage to rebar

23/09/13 Near Miss Plant operator noted crack along existing road verge, excavtion stopped

26/09/13 Near Miss Grantry crane damage to mobile elevated work platform

27/09/13 Near Miss Fire damage to 10 number railway sleepers and other smaller timber 

07/10/13 Incident Operatives splashed with concrete from pump.

09/10/13 Incident Sprained right ankle walking through car park

09/10/13 Incident Spanner slipped whilst carrying out work, impacting the workers wrist.

14/10/13 Near Miss Fixing Pad Eye for securing barge to cofferdam pulled off

20/10/13 Incident The Operative was walking on top of the concrete slab when he slipped on 

22/10/13 Incident Concrete operative walked into slam valve bruising left knee

29/10/13 Near Miss Untrained/ qualifed opertives scaffolding tower 

30/10/13 Near Miss Vessel near collision with tanker vessel heading downstream

06/11/13 Near Miss Vessel crossed path of Happy Bee vessel

11/11/13 Incident When placing plywood, hammer swung and deflected on to hand



14/11/13 Incident Overturning of a telehandler resulted in bruising

20/11/13 Incident Slinger signaller was caught between trailer and telehandler outrigger post 

22/11/13 Near Miss Cut thumb using hand saw

01/12/13 Near Miss Damage to protective bumpers and ladder rungs

01/12/13 Incident Cut Finger from prutruding nail on shutter

01/12/13 Near Miss Welding Arc flash to eye 

01/12/13 Incident Slip, went over on ankle, on ethafoam surface at NT Caisson.

04/12/13 Incident Strained back whilst tying barge rope at north wall

07/12/13 Near Miss Whilst throwing rope over a beam the IP stumbled and went over on ankle.

07/12/13 Incident IP slipped off vertical ladder whilst climbing down to crew boat

11/12/13 Near Miss Whist travelling down from height, boom appeared to lose power resulting in 

13/12/13 Incident During house-keeping/tidying activities the IP was moving steel into skips 

16/12/13 Near Miss Dropped object (rebar) withing pile casing

06/01/14 Near Miss On leaving his car to report to work the driver tripped twisting his back.

09/01/14 Near Miss Damaged lifting beam with jumpform panel attached

11/01/14 Incident Magnets used to fix encapsulation sheeting were slipped off during the 

11/01/14 Incident Magnet fell and struck IP on shoulder and arm

16/01/14 Incident Whist removing flatbar on gangway the bar made contact with the operators 

23/01/14 Near Miss U' section of re-bar fell  between decks

27/01/14 Incident Sling failure while lift pile in craddle to reposition

28/01/14 Near Miss Whilst using vibratory rolling on soft ground close to the edge the edge gave 

28/01/14 Near Miss Opportunity for improvements to lifting operation

06/02/14 Incident Magnet fell onto welders head

07/02/14 Incident Injured foot by pulling steel formwork shutter off another onto bridge of foot.

11/02/14 Incident Man overboard whist  positioning tug into berth

11/02/14 Incident Dust into eye while welding

13/02/14 Incident Dust into eye 

17/02/14 Incident Use of incorrect lifting strops

18/02/14 Incident Fitter cut two fingers

05/03/14 Incident Slip & fall resulting in shoulder injury 

07/03/14 Near Miss Purloin failure in north launch tent.

10/03/14 Near Miss Hammer fell between decks

11/03/14 Incident During transfer of oil into a container the operator burned wrist.

11/03/14 Near Miss Area not cleared prior to shotblasting. 

14/03/14 Near Miss Ceiling ventilation unit fell in mens toilet above urinal unit

14/03/14 Near Miss Dropped handrail fell into water during lift.

08/04/14 Near Miss Vessel clipped the anchor wire whilst passing

08/04/14 Near Miss Jacking prop struck operator

10/04/14 Near Miss Rebar slipped off excavator forks

12/04/14 Near Miss Strand jack slipped off wooden support 

26/04/14 Incident During overhead grinding the disc kicked back making contact with face.

26/04/14 Incident During plate slinging operations the operator tripped and fell over hitting the 

01/05/14 Incident Slip and fall landing on buttocks.

01/05/14 Near Miss PDC plant trailer brakes failed causing it to roll into pick up

02/05/14 Incident Dust into eye 

03/05/14 Incident Fell into water at quay to the rear of workshop

06/05/14 Near Miss Tying wire punctured back of hand

07/05/14 Near Miss Strand jack wire slipped from anchor

14/05/14 Incident Twisted neck turning head with the dive helmet on

15/05/14 Incident Lifting scaffold tube on barge deck twisted back

16/05/14 Near Miss Rebar fell between decks

16/05/14 Near Miss Overturn of JCB while traveling with suspended load

20/05/14 Near Miss Object ejected across the quayside from a weld stopper

21/05/14 Incident Knee burn due to kneeling on live cable 

21/05/14 Near Miss Handrail fell to caission walkway 

23/05/14 Incident Puncture wound to right leg below the knee

26/05/14 Near Miss Ratchet was dropped between decks

16/06/14 Incident Pressurised pipe came free striking the operator on the face 

18/06/14 Incident Non work related - Joiner collapsed working on deck section - NW Precast 



18/06/14 Incident Operator caught between tower handrail and cable guide

25/06/14 Incident Slip and fall on wet concrete surface causing shoulder injury

30/06/14 Incident Whilst lifting internal staircase handrails strained groin

30/06/14 Incident Whilst carrying out a manual lift IP strained his back

02/07/14 Incident During refuelling operation hand was struck by door.

08/07/14 Incident Pneumonitis following exposure to cement dust. Operator failed and then late 

14/07/14 Incident Found lying on the ground

15/07/14 Near Miss BT cable damaged when removing boulder

16/07/14 Near Miss Unauthorised work - Formwork Aleration

17/07/14 Near Miss Damage to Street Lighting Cable

22/07/14 Near Miss BT cable damaged during hand digging trial holes 

25/07/14 Near Miss BT cable damage at end of excavtion track by Morison Utility (sub to Scottish 

28/07/14 Incident Protruding tying wire punctured boot causing a minor injury to his foot.

31/07/14 Incident Whilst manouvering basket through an opening the basket struck a brace, 

05/08/14 Near Miss Cut 3rd finger - right hand

07/08/14 Near Miss Lifting operation stopped

13/08/14 Incident Operator struck his own hand whilst hammering a wedge

15/08/14 Incident Micro-fragment of metal in eye. 

03/09/14 Incident Pre existing knee twist injury re-occurrence in work place.

04/09/14 Near Miss Plastic bucket fire

08/09/14 Incident Left Index finger caught between gas bottle and cage

17/09/14 Incident Transferring working material from the Causeway at S5 with the 180t crawler 

17/09/14 Near Miss Break Pin had been bent and found unserviceable, replaced

19/09/14 Incident IP weight having stood on a handrail of an access platform caused the shutter 

21/09/14 Near Miss Moving a heavy chain for anchor wire when webbing sling ripped on wire.

24/09/14 Incident Welder released a pin to the gas strut causing the housing cover to fall onto 

24/09/14 Near Miss Non work related pre-exsisting condition caused operative to collapse.

30/09/14 Near Miss Dropped piece of steel object 

01/10/14 Incident Minor cut to palm of left hand.

06/10/14 Incident Caught trousers/foot on protruding re bar causing IP to fall forward to the 

07/10/14 Incident Injured whilst cutting timber, using a circular saw

10/10/14 Incident Operative fainted on site - ambulance attended and the operative was taken 

11/10/14 Incident Suspected sprained ankle

16/10/14 Near Miss During tak-lifting operations contact was made with tower crane section.

17/10/14 Incident Caught his finger whilst operating chain hoist.

19/10/14 Incident Material in eye 

23/10/14 Near Miss Water Tractor reversed into an EDT Inspector vehicle

24/10/14 Incident Trip and fall whilst escorted a delivery driver twisting knee.

27/10/14 Incident Material in eye whilst working on jig frames

30/10/14 Near Miss Deck tub load contacted with South Tower crane 

30/10/14 Incident Twisted Ankle

03/11/14 Incident Operative left telehandler close to gantry crane track

05/11/14 Incident Struck head on steel beam

05/11/14 Near Miss During testing Gear Box / Transmission Box on crane failure.

09/11/14 Incident Struck by object

09/11/14 Near Miss Loose bolts discovered during inspection on collar / tie connections

11/11/14 Incident Stepped on debris and twisted ankle

17/11/14 Incident Operative indicated he felt unwell. Non work related ill health.

17/11/14 Near Miss Crane mast on The Atlas made contact with the east pier, S4.

24/11/14 Incident Minor cut to head

26/11/14 Near Miss Re-bar dropped onto working area

27/11/14 Near Miss Out of use staircase fell into water CT staircase was installed but not in use. 

01/12/14 Near Miss Halogene lamp toppled over whilst unattended and scorched the wooden 

01/12/14 Near Miss Joiner hammer fell within the internal access striking an operative below

10/12/14 Incident Networks Operative struck by broken wind blown foam sign

10/12/14 Incident IP jumped pedestrian barrier to access mini bus and twisted ankle

17/12/14 Near Miss Crane jib contact with a lighting tower on Q Berth

17/12/14 Near Miss Concrete spillage from shutters

05/01/15 Incident Using a crowbar and hammer to remove plywood formwork the hammer 



06/01/15 Near Miss Tug caught & damaged anchor wire for Robyn -S

07/01/15 Incident Cut to back of hand

08/01/15 Near Miss Item dropped within the internal staircase of North Tower

08/01/15 Near Miss Dropped chain.

08/01/15 Incident Tower Light head dropped struck operator on arm. 

09/01/15 Near Miss Power outage on South Tower caused aviation lights on tower crane to turn 

11/01/15 Incident Whilst lowering ply to the level below the ply snagged causing a lift team 

14/01/15 Incident Fell within the internal access on South Tower.

15/01/15 Incident Operative tripped at the pontoon joint then fell whilst walking from pontoon at 

15/01/15 Incident Sand blown in eye during instalation of cables. PPE was being worn.

15/01/15 Incident Exposed to a 'flash'  from an adjacent welding activity. 

17/01/15 Incident Pain at back of knee whilst manouvering in work area during re-bar removal

17/01/15 Incident Foreign body entered eye between glasses and face from near by grinding 

19/01/15 Near Miss Dropped socket. 

20/01/15 Incident IP noted hands were cold after having lifted leg chains onto the bed of the 

21/01/15 Incident Back spasm having lifted a 10kg Trimle up to his team mate. 

21/01/15 Near Miss Tower Crane jib contacted the jib of pedestal crane on Atlas Barge

21/01/15 Incident IP walked past the boats cabin caught hand on rebar -  hand numb and cold.

24/01/15 Near Miss Concrete discharge onto the pedestal crane cab, atlas barge.

30/01/15 Near Miss Dropped shackle.

01/02/15 Near Miss Electrical fire with wiring in right engine compartment

02/02/15 Near Miss Structural cracking in tower false work towers.

04/02/15 Incident Foreign body eye during grinding

04/02/15 Near Miss Dropped object inside NT above deck level

11/02/15 Incident Tripped over a steel beam

16/02/15 Near Miss Tail of rope was lowered into exclusion zone where personnel had been 

17/02/15 Near Miss Retaining pin on steering control sheared resulting in loss of steering. 

17/02/15 Incident Operative slipped and fell forward whilst using a turfer jack.

18/02/15 Near Miss Telehandler load struck parked van

23/02/15 Near Miss Private cars directed through north wall yard quay and exmouth building

24/02/15 Incident Operative suffered grazing to his legs whilst lifting gantry 

25/02/15 Near Miss Multi-cat crossed an anchor wire of The Stemar76 barge

02/03/15 Near Miss Telehandler stopped close to operative with load and Forth Ports Clamshell 

13/03/15 Near Miss Dropped plywood onto doka formwork causing damage to formwork

17/03/15 Incident Twist injury to knee- mild swelling to area the following day, 

23/03/15 Incident Whilst placing shim plate onto plinth the IP's finger got caught between plinth 

23/03/15 Near Miss Isabella struck S1 Caisson 

25/03/15 Incident GSS operative pinched tip of finger while handling rope

07/04/15 Incident Foot slipped, when descending from a ladder resulting in a fall to ground - 

07/04/15 Near Miss Dropped scaffoding clip

08/04/15 Near Miss Dropped rebar/formwork connector.

11/04/15 Incident King Pin loops detached from the hook causing the load to drop impacting the 

15/04/15 Incident Operative dropped scaffold board on his foot

17/04/15 Incident Operative tripped and fell on formwork on Isabela Barge.

21/04/15 Near Miss Excavator digging out when ground gave way 

28/04/15 Incident Operative tripped over material and hit his face on scaffolding.

29/04/15 Incident Operator cleaning rear lights using pressurised water ejected debris to 

05/05/15 Near Miss General rubbish below internal access of tower ignited due to hot works 

08/05/15 Near Miss Tower crane hook block contacted alimak hoist car

08/05/15 Near Miss Forth fighter collided with windspeed jetty damage to briggs vessle

11/05/15 Incident Dropped 'Nips' from his belt whilst climbing ladders

15/05/15 Incident Taking ropes stepped back and stood on eye pad turned ankle

18/05/15 Incident Bruised back of right hand while rigging gangway

18/05/15 Near Miss Telescopic handler whilst offloading a stacked load tilted his forks and it slid 

18/05/15 Near Miss Transfer boat collided with BC6299, this then forced the gangway into the 

26/05/15 Near Miss Dropped object - rigging hook

26/05/15 Incident IP was walking through the box girder towards the south abutment carrying 

27/05/15 Incident Scaffolder slipped off bottom rung of ladder

30/05/15 Incident Rigger bumped his head when his hard hat fell off after tripping



04/06/15 Incident IP held the hose onto the tip of the jet wash lance, as he actioned the trigger 

04/06/15 Near Miss Agricultural Trailer overturned

04/06/15 Near Miss Cradle power outage causing person to be unable to exit the cradle for a short 

07/06/15 Incident Whilst walking on site suffered a minor imact on his shin. He did not report it 

09/06/15 Near Miss Crawler crane driver backed crane onto skip  

10/06/15 Incident Struck head on an opened window

11/06/15 Incident Drill jammed in hole & struck operator to side of face

13/06/15 Near Miss Concrete ejected onto tug

16/06/15 Incident Operative tying signs on back of truck, rope snapped, Operative lost balance 

16/06/15 Near Miss Dropped Object

18/06/15 Near Miss Utility strike. Cable not picked up by CAT scan, struck by excavator bucket

22/06/15 Incident Operative stepped on a stud and twisted ankle while refueling

22/06/15 Incident Engineer rubbed face/eye with back of gloved hand.

23/06/15 Near Miss Minor damage to tipper lorry caused by 13T Roller

25/06/15 Incident Operative hit middle finger whilst using a hammer.

26/06/15 Incident IP was installing the construction stop end made using expanded metal hi-rib 

26/06/15 Incident The IP was blowing out the construction joint and as he rotated his shoulders 

01/07/15 Near Miss Dropped Object from road deck - landing on Laura M

11/07/15 Incident Operative twisted his ankle.

11/07/15 Near Miss Overheating 12v battery

15/07/15 Incident Operative caught his wedding ring on a bolt at the rear of his transit

20/07/15 Incident Whilst landing load the IP was holding the tag line and moving - he stepped 

21/07/15 Incident Operative hand trapped whilst attempting to dislodge concrete hose.

22/07/15 Incident Engineer sustained cut to ear from breaking washer

27/07/15 Incident Trapped thumb with steel wedge and bracing

29/07/15 Incident Operative tripped and fell over rocks from concrete pump.

07/08/15 Incident Cleaner suffered impact to shoulder during work.

08/08/15 Incident Operative slipped on plyboard injuring ankle. 

10/08/15 Incident Operative suffered injury to knee - bucket swung round hitting knee

12/08/15 Incident Trapped finger between concrete pump and pipe

13/08/15 Incident Specialist Supervisor’s middle finger became trapped between the jack clamp 

13/08/15 Incident IP sustained a blow to head from an alleged fallen object

15/08/15 Incident VFM operative slipped on the stairwell o/s office

15/08/15 Near Miss Failed concrete line 

16/08/15 Incident Whilst cutting cable tie IP cut thumb on follow through.

18/08/15 Near Miss During a lift the load become unstable and fell into the water.

20/08/15 Near Miss Welding cable shorted causing cable to overheat and smoulder.

24/08/15 Near Miss Dropped object from formwork.

24/08/15 Incident manual handling back injury

25/08/15 Incident Delivery driver slipped whilst offloading

25/08/15 Near Miss Gantry crane whilst lifting king pin collided with scaffold tubes stored 

02/09/15 Incident Steelfixer cut back of hand lifting rebar beam into place with others

02/09/15 Incident Lacerated finger whilst working with re-bar

02/09/15 Incident IP Sustained grit in eyes from above removing timber

02/09/15 Incident IP was sweeping out the shotblast dust / medium from the scissor lift. He was 

03/09/15 Near Miss Walkway between marine vessle & Concrete platform damaged by vessell

03/09/15 Incident Diesel spill operative sprayed with diesel ( plus environmental issue)

03/09/15 Incident scaffolder trapped his hand

05/09/15 Incident Injured right ankle as ballasting operative turned on barge

05/09/15 Near Miss Coil fell in the water

07/09/15 Incident IP Sustained two puncture wounds from stainless tying wire

08/09/15 Incident Steelfixer Tripped and fell

09/09/15 Incident Operative injured back lifting Doka beam

10/09/15 Near Miss Fire caused by a cigarette butt placed into a box full of waste at S8.

11/09/15 Incident Operative cut left thumb with 4" grinder

22/09/15 Near Miss Dropped ratchet strap (ratchet handle section)

25/09/15 Incident Foreign body in the eye, after having removed goggles. 

25/09/15 Incident IP had small wooden splinter peirced skin on stomach area.

28/09/15 Incident IP twisted ankle while walking on scaffold walkway



28/09/15 Near Miss Dropped seafastner 

29/09/15 Near Miss Dropped object

29/09/15 Incident Manual handling of material within tub section strained muscle

01/10/15 Incident Slipped on external stairwell to office

01/10/15 Incident Slipped on external stairwell to office

07/10/15 Near Miss Dropped Object

07/10/15 Incident Minor injury to finger - left hand

07/10/15 Incident Operative stumbled agravating an existing ankle injury.

07/10/15 Incident Operative injured hand passing scaffold tube

07/10/15 Incident Operative stumbled hurting his ankle. 

08/10/15 Incident Opretive was holding a ladder when a chain hook struck his finger.

10/10/15 Near Miss Concrete aggregate material blew out line and fell to road deck

12/10/15 Incident Ip Sustained a cut to middle finger right hand from stanly blade

12/10/15 Incident Cleaner tripped over ton bag and fell on grating

14/10/15 Incident IP Sustained a small cut to forehead from scaffold tube striking him

14/10/15 Incident IP stumbled over newly placed wood battons having left the toilet area. 

19/10/15 Incident Operative tripped on doka stillage, hurt left knee.

20/10/15 Incident IP sprained ankle making his way to R Berth pontoon

20/10/15 Incident In rotating the beam the IP’s finger was caught between the beam and the 

21/10/15 Near Miss Dropped Object

21/10/15 Near Miss Kingpost Cable Fell

21/10/15 Incident Welder twisted back having stepped on shuttering

27/10/15 Near Miss Lifting concerns 

27/10/15 Near Miss Flange plate sheared off osprey carrier during move south on nightshift

28/10/15 Incident Operative, cut finger.

28/10/15 Near Miss Caisson gangway on north tower damaged 

29/10/15 Incident Operative received minor cut to right leg

29/10/15 Incident Tripped and fell impacting face on the deck.

29/10/15 Incident Joiner suffered cut to his thumb

29/10/15 Near Miss Suspension collapse on towed pressure washer 

29/10/15 Near Miss Stillage lost from lorry transport

30/10/15 Near Miss Spillage of material.

01/11/15 Near Miss Bearing slipped as it was being placed.

02/11/15 Near Miss Bearing plate slid IP had to move out of the way. 

03/11/15 Incident Scaffolder fell from walkway grating

05/11/15 Near Miss S1 Temporary Works, Positive connection on formwork.

06/11/15 Near Miss Plywood signage board fell from underdeck level to barge deck

09/11/15 Incident IP injured when lower part of gangway detatched from podium causing him to 

10/11/15 Incident Slipped on the canterlever incline 

11/11/15 Incident JCB Operator slipped and fell jarring his back 

12/11/15 Near Miss Dropped Object

12/11/15 Incident Grit in eye

12/11/15 Near Miss Damaged power cable required rescue

16/11/15 Near Miss Barge slipped anchor causing gangway to be damaged

19/11/15 Incident Commenced a manual handling operation to move the sea fastening along 

19/11/15 Incident Retaining metal bar on portaloo door struck IP on the hand (left)

20/11/15 Near Miss Fire caused by jacket being hung on the heater

23/11/15 Near Miss Smashed  window on crane

23/11/15 Incident Minor Injury to left knee

23/11/15 Incident Wind blew the window inwards whislt cleaner was cleaning urinal - struck her 

24/11/15 Near Miss Podium and gangway fell over

24/11/15 Near Miss Defects with basket

25/11/15 Incident Impact of Scaffold bar. Broken tooth

28/11/15 Incident IP struck his head on a beam

30/11/15 Incident Scaffolders caught between moving suspended load and metal frame

02/12/15 Near Miss Excavator drove into forth ports tower

02/12/15 Incident Cutting small steel wire armoured cable & in turn cut his finger.

09/12/15 Incident Hammer struck finger on left hand

15/12/15 Incident IP tripped over kerb after leaving bus towards cube entrance



15/12/15 Incident IP tripped over on the rebar mat during deck pour

15/12/15 Near Miss Uncontrolled release of tension cable down through HDPE pipe into Caission

16/12/15 Incident Operative removed from S1 with severe stomach pains and dificulty 

05/01/16 Incident Operative has a rash on his forehead - cross containmination of cabling 

08/01/16 Incident Whilst stripping timber for re-cycling skip IP sustained minor injury.

08/01/16 Near Miss Removal of VMS sign cables, nicked outer sheath whilst pulling

11/01/16 Near Miss Utility Strike - cable with machine bucket

12/01/16 Incident Whilst stripping out ply IP sustained minor cut.

18/01/16 Incident Safety helmet impact whilst installing access gangway.

18/01/16 Incident Tweak to back when using sledgehammer

18/01/16 Incident The IP was removing the scaffold boards which made up the access steps for 

18/01/16 Near Miss Mechanical failure of crane

18/01/16 Incident Tower crane operator medically evacuated, injured stomach muscle.

20/01/16 Near Miss Lowering a load 1 x sling failed. 

20/01/16 Near Miss Uncontrolled release of tension cable down through HDPE pipe.

25/01/16 Incident Deckhand injured foot

26/01/16 Incident Operative seen throwing length of rebar from the deck onto the ground.

02/02/16 Incident Operative struck by rolling HDPE pipe on leg

03/02/16 Near Miss Damaged media duct but not cable

04/02/16 Incident Installing unistrut working off scaffold. Unistrut slipped striking IP's helmet. 

04/02/16 Near Miss Dropped scaffold swivel clip

04/02/16 Near Miss Welders working at Marine Yard but without any project procedure 

07/02/16 Incident Twisted ankle whilst walking across the barge and stepping over a beam.

08/02/16 Incident When exiting scaffolding IP slipped on tub section falling and cutting shin 

09/02/16 Incident When the operative was walking towards the west face to bolt the joint one of 

09/02/16 Incident The operative was using a compressed air hammer and attempted to break 

09/02/16 Incident Walkway gratings within the internal decks before pre casting, these gratings 

09/02/16 Incident Length of tying wire flicked up from reel and injured his eye when it passed up 

10/02/16 Incident When strands are fed down through the lower anchorage, they are bundled 

12/02/16 Incident Operative hit head on a rail beam

15/02/16 Incident Stripping shutter IP sustained an eye injury

15/02/16 Near Miss Near miss with SPMT - (Self Propelled Modular Trailers)

15/02/16 Near Miss Uncontrolled release of tension cable down through HDPE pipe.

16/02/16 Incident Operative turned awkwardly whilst using ladder to access. 

17/02/16 Incident Manual handling injury. 2 joiners placing shutters for deck pour. IP has 

17/02/16 Near Miss Unidentified small metal object dropped  from grating falsework into cassion

17/02/16 Near Miss Tug-Carron made contact with the suspended tub section

22/02/16 Incident IP walked into an unprotected dywidag bar

24/02/16 Incident Operative struck on leg by load while unloading vehicle

25/02/16 Incident Take away' hot soup spilled onto hand whilst opening door 

25/02/16 Incident Banged head against the corner of the window shutter

27/02/16 Near Miss Two dropped objects from baskets 

01/03/16 Incident IP slipped and fell over moving gangway podium

02/03/16 Near Miss Damage to handrail at pontoon

02/03/16 Incident IP stepped off a vertical access ladder awkwardly, twisting his ankle.

03/03/16 Incident IP was walking back to his vehicle in order to relocate it to the next area of the 

04/03/16 Incident IP walked into an unprotected length of rebar

04/03/16 Incident IP had dust / grit in eye lifting slings above head 

06/03/16 Near Miss Fire on north tower due to hot works

08/03/16 Near Miss Dropped scaffold clip

09/03/16 Incident Operative fell through opening in between tubs

09/03/16 Incident Operative evacuated to Hawes Peir due to chest pains. Not work related

14/03/16 Incident Whilst cutting cable tray the IP sustained a fragment in his eye under his 

15/03/16 Near Miss Cable tray fell approx 3 meters. Fixed incorrectly.

18/03/16 Near Miss Dropped strand

21/03/16 Incident Using a stanley knife the IP cut his own leg. 

21/03/16 Incident Operatives fingers trapped in welfare door

21/03/16 Incident A section of temporary works stored in an are toppled over striking the IP and 

22/03/16 Incident Operative strained back lifting HDPE Pipe on to Trestle.



23/03/16 Incident During release of Doka formwork Dwyi bar a stilson wrench and a scaffold 

23/03/16 Incident Whilst kneeling down the IP sustained a puncture wound by tying wire to his 

25/03/16 Near Miss Dropped object - shackle

29/03/16 Incident Operative finger trapped in between tub and cantilever formwork.

01/04/16 Incident Marine controller became ill and collapsed in M/C room. Non work related.

05/04/16 Incident Slinger / Signaller had radioed to the crane driver to start a lift, as the lift 

05/04/16 Near Miss New water main (not live) was struck installing carriageway drainage

06/04/16 Incident Minor knock injury to arm/shoulder. First Aid turned down by IP

07/04/16 Incident Foreign body in eye - glasses worn

08/04/16 Near Miss Dropped cable winch from HDPE pipe

10/04/16 Near Miss Operative taken to hospital suspected heart attack.

11/04/16 Near Miss JCB Telehandler rolls down a slope,impacting onto the south abutment wall

13/04/16 Near Miss Dropped object

15/04/16 Incident Doka beem slid off and hit operatioves knee

16/04/16 Near Miss Dropped object

19/04/16 Near Miss Pallet failed while being lifted

19/04/16 Near Miss Dropped strand

20/04/16 Incident Whilst cutting wood at saw bench his hand slipped causing his arm to move 

21/04/16 Incident Whilst cutting sheeting the knife slipped cutting leg.

24/04/16 Near Miss Damage to insitu staypipes due to hotworks

25/04/16 Incident Operator tore calf muscle climbing tower crane

26/04/16 Incident In pulling the lifting chain towards him the IP struck his own shin.

28/04/16 Incident Joiner tripped on protruding starter bar (rebar) falling forward onto hands

28/04/16 FATALITY

03/05/16 Incident IP lost footing whilst lifting beam & went over on ankle

04/05/16 Near Miss Dropped object into caisson 

05/05/16 Near Miss Trapped cherry picker in steelwork

06/05/16 Near Miss Dropped strand 

10/05/16 Incident Slipped on oiled shutter

10/05/16 Near Miss Excavator struck metal duct 50mm below surface with Fibre Optic

10/05/16 Incident Inspectors struck by burning spark

12/05/16 Near Miss Dropped strand 

14/05/16 Incident IP rolled his ankle (left) on Barge

17/05/16 Incident Welder struck own thumb with hammer

17/05/16 Incident Welder missed his step on ladder resulting in a cut and graze to right shin

18/05/16 Incident Pushed cable to side but smaller cable sprung back - minor cut to head.

19/05/16 Near Miss 1.5t chain pull dropped down 'chimney' on South Tower

19/05/16 Incident Scaffold tube hit & cut finger 

19/05/16 Incident Operative grazed right shin stepping over kerb haunching

20/05/16 Incident Hand trapped between wrench tool and steelwork

20/05/16 Near Miss Delivery vehicle manouvering in close proximity to an operative

21/05/16 Near Miss Container fell from falsework onto barge

26/05/16 Incident Operative slipped off new tar going over on his ankle on site

27/05/16 Near Miss ANPR cable duct damaged, sling was on duct 

30/05/16 Incident Lowering mast the handle clip broke resulting in the the handle spinning 

01/06/16 Incident Re bar being moved struck the IP's finger

01/06/16 Near Miss Damage to staypipe weld

03/06/16 Incident Suspected stroke

05/06/16 Near Miss Lifting operations 

05/06/16 Incident IP appears to have slipped when standing in front of the shower area causing 

05/06/16 Incident Carrying equipment the IP slipped as he stepped over metal step

07/06/16 Near Miss Dropped strand

07/06/16 Near Miss Snapped winch wire

08/06/16 Incident Rotating cable drum to inspect cable. Cable sprung catching the operative on 

08/06/16 Near Miss run over anchor wire

09/06/16 Incident Placing chairs he stepped back tripping over cast in stines

09/06/16 Incident Reference strand under tension sprung back hitting IP on the brow.

13/06/16 Incident Manually handling a box of paperwork IP was unable to see foot position and 

14/06/16 Incident IP altered his position whilst altering section of steel and was struck during the 



17/06/16 Incident Pulled muscle in shoulder. No partiucular work related activity.

19/06/16 Near Miss A grinding disc detached from the angle grinder being used for cutting strands

20/06/16 Incident Right arm and back went into spasm. No particular work related activity.

20/06/16 Near Miss Piece of timber fell from deck level & struck subcontractors vehicle 

21/06/16 Near Miss Road Planer damaged 20 pair copper cable

21/06/16 Incident Wind blew helmet off. As IP bent to pick it up he struck head on overhead 

22/06/16 Near Miss Telehandler slipped down the emabankment at Hope Street, no damage

22/06/16 Near Miss Tipper reversed into the telehandler forks 

25/06/16 Incident IP was operating a grinder, he placed the grinder down with the disc still 

27/06/16 Incident Surveyor accessing through west box of AVS. Proceeded past the prepared 

27/06/16 Incident The IP went up a step on the door to Pier S2 (150mm step) and as he was 

29/06/16 Incident IP twisted back as he was installing splice plates on the CS14/15 joint. 

29/06/16 Incident During the inspection the operative stood on the grating and the piece of 

29/06/16 Incident When closing the water-tight door of the forward store the clasp slipped, 

29/06/16 Incident Joiner hurt his leg when he fell over and the shutter landed on his leg

30/06/16 Incident Operative in pain evacuated to Hawes peir and ambulance. Non work related - 

30/06/16 Incident Whilst feeding in steel, the IP's laces on his boots caught in the bar causing 

30/06/16 Near Miss Compressor fell off truck onto road

30/06/16 Incident Engineer tripped on verge

30/06/16 Near Miss Cable pulling winch wire failed

04/07/16 Incident IP was struck by a strand as he adjusted wire and released energy

04/07/16 Near Miss IP stepped off ladder onto segment ribbing causing a fall onto the ribbing. 

05/07/16 Incident Whilst awaiting instruction on how to use the cutter the operative put hand 

05/07/16 Incident Injury to left hand after Slip Trip Fall. 

11/07/16 Incident IP stepped through an open hatch hurting his left knee and ribs on right side 

14/07/16 Incident Washers from a stressing bar slipped off whilst it was being handled, 

14/07/16 Incident Fell approx 1m off untied ladder, jarred right leg causing bruising

14/07/16 Near Miss Walkway grating loose on CN13/14 west-side

15/07/16 Incident Removing face mask to put on safety glasses, a piece of metal went into his 

15/07/16 Near Miss Dropped Strand 

18/07/16 Incident Whilst walking on falsework holding a bolt, the IP tripped then fell onto the 

19/07/16 Near Miss Anchors were incorrectly installed to allow the movement of the formwork 

19/07/16 Incident IP hand was trapped between timber and a foot plate during alignment of the 

20/07/16 Incident The operative was walking to his work area when he slipped in the tub section 

20/07/16 Near Miss Lightning strike of north tower, tower crane

21/07/16 Incident Hook sprung back hitting the IP's face. 

22/07/16 Near Miss Utility Strike - gas pipe damaged

22/07/16 Incident Minor hand injury - no details 

23/07/16 Incident Metal shaving in his eye

24/07/16 Near Miss Damage to suction pump

25/07/16 Near Miss Hydrauic breaker slid off plant trailer on live road Admirality

26/07/16 Incident Having knelt down the operator stood up and couldn't straighten his knee - 

27/07/16 Incident IP states lost balance, struck head on site canteen door.

27/07/16 Near Miss Utility strike - watermain. 

29/07/16 Incident Caught arm on protruding wire at carwash door.

30/07/16 Near Miss Alignment device slipped off forklift and damaged electrical distribution box

01/08/16 Near Miss Collision of strand dispenser and HDPE pipe

05/08/16 Incident IP struck pinky finger, re bar, with mash hammer

05/08/16 Incident Utility struck with road planer 

06/08/16 Incident IP touched top of newly welded top flange with arm causing a burn.

09/08/16 Incident Tripped, fell forward with hand out and straved his finger

11/08/16 Incident Tying wire punctured finger

14/08/16 Incident IP caught hand in the cradle door whilst closing it.

15/08/16 Near Miss Dropped strand  

15/08/16 Near Miss Utility strike - water

16/08/16 Incident IP cut leg with cutting disc on grinder 

17/08/16 Incident Stepping off a ladder the IP stood on a cable twisting his ankle.

17/08/16 Incident Manual handling a rubber hose. Wire from the hose punctured hand

18/08/16 Near Miss Utility strike - cable



18/08/16 Incident Whilst cutting screwed rod followed through and cut back of finger

19/08/16 Incident Slipped on one of the troughs, putting hand out to break the potential fall - 

21/08/16 Incident Picked up rope which had a shackle within it. Shackle fell Injuring toe 

22/08/16 Incident IP stumbled walking down stairwell

23/08/16 Incident IP tripped in the cofferdam and landed on a vertical upright injuring his 

23/08/16 Incident IP stumbled walking down stairwell

25/08/16 Near Miss Failed concrete hose

28/08/16 Incident Grinder cut to finger due to slackened guard.

29/08/16 Near Miss Utility strike - electric cable 

30/08/16 Near Miss Dropped strand

30/08/16 Near Miss Torque wrench head failed 

31/08/16 Incident Cut to left hand using rigid stanley knife

31/08/16 Near Miss Dropped nut

01/09/16 Incident Stepped off a ladder at ground height. As he stepped back his foot went off 

05/09/16 Near Miss Dropped strand 

05/09/16 Near Miss Disease : Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 2V stage

06/09/16 Incident Whilst drilling holes in concrete to the drill jammed. The IP did not release the 

06/09/16 Incident Whilst handling  splice plates one of the plates slipped hitting a finger

07/09/16 Incident Wasp sting to neck 

08/09/16 Incident Operative twinged back whilst moving 3 erected fence panels

08/09/16 Incident Operative knocked a scab off his Left-knee cap - nurse cleaned and dressed 

08/09/16 Incident Slipped on wet concrete from washout of skip whilst carrying equipment, and 

09/09/16 Incident Whilst cutting beam arrangement the grinder jammed and kicked back - 

10/09/16 Incident At ground level the IP was removing a pin from edge protection to dismantle it 

11/09/16 Incident Person fell off bike transitioning from road to cycle footpath

14/09/16 Incident Operative had a seizure causing him to be evacuated to shore & assessed in 

15/09/16 Incident Application of force to manually push re bar with his team resulted in tendon 

19/09/16 Incident Tripped whilst walking along pathway where there was no visible trip hazard 

19/09/16 Near Miss Cable cradle blown over

20/09/16 Incident Whilst walking over scaffolded platform the hand caught on the threads of the 

21/09/16 Incident Struck left knee against steel beam 

21/09/16 Near Miss Dropped strand

21/09/16 Near Miss Dropped strand 

22/09/16 Near Miss Dropped object - rocking nut

22/09/16 Near Miss Cable strand dispenser blown over

28/09/16 Near Miss Dropped object - 2 echo sound barriers were blown off east-desk down onto 

04/10/16 Incident Worker had a dizzy turn not work related - vasovagil episode.

04/10/16 Incident Operative using a scaffold pole to adjust rebar beam trapped finger

05/10/16 Incident Whilst breaking up pallets a nail punctured his gloved hand. 

06/10/16 Near Miss Dropped object - grout 

06/10/16 Incident Operative experienced chest pain - not work related

07/10/16 Incident Marine fitter experienced severe pain , Ambulanced to Kirkcaldy A & E - 

07/10/16 Near Miss Dropped strand from anchorage

11/10/16 Near Miss Intervention - Exposure to a fall on dismantling scaffolding.  

11/10/16 Near Miss Intervention - no hard scaffold barrier around the dropping area where 

11/10/16 Incident Intervention - Operative undertaking chiseling duties was requested to don a 

12/10/16 Near Miss Alps basket ropes knotted themselves. 

10/10/16 Near Miss Utility strike 

13/10/16 Near Miss Lifting basket damage 

09/10/16 Near Miss Strand Drop

12/10/16 Incident Injured thumb whilst inserting couple bars into the splice. 

18/10/16 Incident On lifting retaining pin the lifting cleat, the pin was ejected hitting his finger.

18/10/16 Incident Operative indicated he caught his hand on either a strand end or the deviator 

20/10/16 Incident Hand hit by concrete chute having pulled on the handle to steady herself 

24/10/16 Near Miss Damage to Hebetec strand recoiler following removal from ST Erection 

18/10/16 Near Miss Trainers observed to be being worn on site 

04/10/16 Near Miss Small steel member hanging on a bolt at height on jumpform.

25/10/16 Near Miss Forklift driver unloaded coil on electical cables feeding distribution board

26/10/16 Incident HDPE pipe joining operation resulted in A frame toppling and making contact 



26/10/16 Near Miss Dropped steel plate object 

29/10/16 Near Miss An interrupted cable coil got stuck in the dispenser during unspooling

01/11/16 Near Miss Welding habitat shifted exposing 300mm gap under tarpaulin. 

01/11/16 Incident Handyman tripped over his own warning sign grazing his thumb during 

04/11/16 Incident Operative went over on ankle whilst walking on grating

07/11/16 Near Miss Dropped object  landed on the foredeck of the Linzi S. 

04/11/16 Near Miss Dropped Shim within the tower

06/11/16 Near Miss Dropped strand

08/11/16 Near Miss Spillage of concrete from AVS deck pour onto S3 / Lesley-M vessel

07/11/16 Near Miss During excavation work asbestos materials found.

03/11/16 Incident Painter felt dizzy. Attended hospital - ear infection.

10/11/16 Incident Supervisor tripped and fell

15/11/16 Incident A1 operative finger injury. Details to be confirmed.

15/11/16 Near Miss Dropped strand.

16/11/16 Incident Lifting heat blankets up from storage on the gantry to the deck sustained 

16/11/16 Incident Whislt walking the storman was looking at the lifejacket number and tripped 

16/11/16 Near Miss Beattie demolition struck ITS Fibre utility cable

17/11/16 Near Miss Collision damage observed on crane

17/11/16 Incident Retrospective Input While turning the vehicle using a wide berth to avoid a 

21/11/16 Near Miss Minor injury both elbows, slight blow to the head

22/11/16 Near Miss Fixed Forth Ports lighting tower blown over in high winds.

22/11/16 Incident Scaffolder turn his ankle

22/11/16 Near Miss Excavation inspection at temporary emergency bus link north resulted in 

25/11/16 Incident Operative slipped and fell over cable on icey ground

19/12/16 Incident IP tripped as he was leaving the welfare on the Central Tower deck, Claiming 

19/12/16 Incident Lighting in the CLS area was "Allegedly" turned off, and IP was in the process 

21/12/16 Near Miss Due to the high winds the Alloy Tower in cofferdam had one of the platform 

04/01/17 Incident VFM operative was guiding the stay pipe over a coil and the stay pipe moved 

05/01/17 Near Miss Bearing housing for Carousel was found to be damaged with crack in plastic 

12/01/17 Incident During operations to dampen oscillation on main stay cables, ratchet strap 

12/01/17 Incident Slip on Ice : Injured Party was walking along the AVS west walkway on his 

16/01/17 Near Miss Temporary lighting on west side of north deck has been removed from its 

17/01/17 Incident Eyelash in Eye Irritation : VFM operative reported a foreign body in his eye, 

17/01/17 Incident Grit in eye. Operative states he was accessing platform SN15 when the wind 

17/01/17 Near Miss Scaffold Baton Smouldering : A shout came across the radio at 6.30am. We 

18/01/17 Near Miss Whilst excavating for road widening works, a small cable was damaged. This 

18/01/17 Near Miss The unoccupied van was parked on the “dead” South Bound carriageway 

20/01/17 Incident Whilst mixing grout with his co-worker the injured party (IP) the co-worker 

20/01/17 Incident Vehicle : Vehicle contact. Whilst a forklift truck operator was travelling from 

21/01/17 Near Miss A beam trolley clamp fell 4 metres from temporary steelwork and narrowly 

23/01/17 Incident IP stepped backwards. Foot went into a gap between the edge of the boards 

23/01/17 Near Miss Strand Drop - On the south side of south tower the strand on stay 123 west 

24/01/17 Near Miss Non injury event - When descending North Tower via the central Alps basket, 

24/01/17 Incident When using road pins to hold a small shutter for a plinth to be cast, the pin hit 

25/01/17 Near Miss Operatives working on pier S1 went for there morning break and climbed up 

25/01/17 Incident Stepped onto an unsecured street lighting cable chamber on Hope Street at 

27/01/17 Incident IP Slipped on frosted sheet of plywood causing suspected muscular injury/ 

27/01/17 Incident Operative was putting up containment sheeting on the SS13-14 Gantry. 

30/01/17 Near Miss On HDPE 522 W it was planned to install 2 new strands and to de-stress the 

30/01/17 Near Miss Strand Dropped : VFM set up for SSI on 422 and had issues with the basket 

30/01/17 Near Miss Access ladder removed from man hole at S1 east side, whoever removed it 

01/02/17 Near Miss Dropped object from south side alps middle cradle. This was an Anemometer 

01/02/17 Near Miss A Vehicle, (Hiab Lorry or similar) had reversed over one of the crossover 

01/02/17 Near Miss Cable puller was accessing via the west tub (internal) when he stumbled and 

01/02/17 Incident Injured Party (IP) was walking to his place at the start of his shift and tripped 

03/02/17 Near Miss Poorly set up exclusion zone by VFM for stay pipe works. Personnel walking 

06/02/17 Near Miss Whilst pushing a beam trolley along an overhead runway beam on AVS west 

06/02/17 Incident Operative hurt lower back whilst adjusting a gangway access in the marine 

08/02/17 Near Miss Central Tower VFM team using not only out of Certification/Tested slings and 



09/02/17 Near Miss Vehicle/Vehicle near miss. Whilst driving on the access road, past the 

09/02/17 Incident IP alleged to have caught trailing foot on electricians re routed power cable 

10/02/17 Incident Site staff were alerted after an operative was found seated outside 

10/02/17 Near Miss Whilst removing stockpiled materials at Castland hill for re-use as scour 

11/02/17 Incident Operator has twisted his ankle walking off edge of timber cable covers.

13/02/17 Incident Finger caught in beween LV Sub-mains cable (not live) and cable roller 

16/02/17 Incident IP had a nose bleed for an extended period of time before starting work over 

18/02/17 Incident IPs Knife shut back on his right thumb causing a bit of a cut from tip in a 

22/02/17 Incident Retrospective event - VFM operative tripped over raised section of grating 

22/02/17 Incident IP was blown off his feet and struck a welders tent, catching his right thigh at 

22/02/17 Incident Walking across VRS Kerb and tripped on single bolt left in cast in for VRS 

22/02/17 Incident Operative sustained head injury after falling against a guidepipe on the south 

24/02/17 Incident welder was taken offsite as he had something in his eye. Material was 

28/02/17 Near Miss Dropped Object : Soffit support to the deck manhole infill CN1 West was 

02/03/17 Incident Stood on 6" stone, left ankle gave way and fell over. Did not report until the 

03/03/17 Incident VFM Supervisor, was trying to adjust a strap that was slipping on a piece of 

03/03/17 Incident When carrying out a power seating activity on 520W DS anchor, a hydraulic 

06/03/17 Near Miss When ascending strand no.15 on cable stay 522 East, North Tower. The 

08/03/17 Near Miss Due to high winds two attached habitat encapsulation units for the guide pipe 

08/03/17 Incident CSB operative reached up to start cut sheeting away from encapsulation 

09/03/17 Incident Operative reported to Occupational Health Department with inflammation of 

09/03/17 Incident IP was loading scaffold boards onto a stillage on the south tower south side, a 

10/03/17 Near Miss The lifting operation lifting a 1.5 tonne Gantry rail from the Multi cat deck to 

10/03/17 Incident IP sustained an injury to his left eye whilst using a pencil grinder @ guide pipe 

11/03/17 Near Miss Lighting Tower (R5 20 07) caught fire at AVN. Fire extinguished by nightshift 

13/03/17 Near Miss Machine snagged LV cable. No operatives hurt. Area made safe and PU 

13/03/17 Incident Crossing up stand plinth at CN10, stood on undulating surface (grout residue) 

14/03/17 Incident As I got out my van which I parked at NT on the east side and walked towards 

14/03/17 Incident Non FCBC work related ill-health which is RIDDOR reportable. Events 

14/03/17 Near Miss A section of HDPE stay pipe landed at the side of an SES op, which then 

15/03/17 Incident IP was walking along the decks at AVN and there was a gust of wind that 

18/03/17 Near Miss During removal of guidepipe 115E, the HDPE sleeve slipped down and 

20/03/17 Incident Operative was struck by a windblown object (HDPE cut off) approximately 1.5 

20/03/17 Incident IP was cleaning works area inside ST and went over on right ankle.

21/03/17 Near Miss A BT Cable was struck with excavator at SB PTL Bus stop.

21/03/17 Incident During the removal of guide pipe 422 W at the crossover area between South 

24/03/17 Near Miss VFM operative nicked the king wire when trimming the six outer wires with a 

25/03/17 Near Miss Sling damage evident which is holding the HDPE pipe/collar up - see attached 

25/03/17 Near Miss Operative was moving a dispenser from 523 to 524 to get the dispenser in the 

26/03/17 Near Miss Liebherr LTM 1040  was setup at the South Tower road deck to lift 6m tower 

27/03/17 Near Miss Whilst doing weekly checks on the rescue equipment on North Tower the 

29/03/17 Near Miss A CCTV camera in the marine yard was damaged during a lifting operation

29/03/17 Near Miss Cable casing along parapet rail scraped during compation of surfacing.

30/03/17 Near Miss Whilst marine ops were working on the Isabella barge on the south side of 

01/04/17 Near Miss Winch cable dropped down tower face as opposed to inside HDPE pipe.

03/04/17 Near Miss Whilst operating a 3t swivel dumper ,the operator stated that one of the rear 

04/04/17 Incident Cut to Knuckle on right forefinger in metalwork in tubs.

04/04/17 Incident While walking north past Central tower the IP was hit on the side of his face 

05/04/17 Incident A cleaner tripped over a scaffold board which was protecting a waste pipe 

07/04/17 Near Miss During the initial lifting off with the 500 ton crane lift of the expansion joint at 

07/04/17 Near Miss Barge crane contacted gantry rail on the north side of S1

07/04/17 Near Miss While erecting a scaffolding in ct internal platform level 19 the scaffolders 

10/04/17 Near Miss Mobile pressure system : marking up of the system, and safety devices 

10/04/17 Incident Scottish Power cable struck when hand digging for pedestrian barrier at 

11/04/17 Incident At CS12, EDT employee grazed his leg. This was caused by rubbing against 

11/04/17 Near Miss Marine control were notified that a sheet of ply was blown off the south tower 

11/04/17 Near Miss personnel had been requested by their FCBC Supervisor due to high winds to 

12/04/17 Incident Marine fitter was using a grinder with a wire brush attachment and the grinder 

13/04/17 Near Miss When passing a steel plate (0.28x0.24x0.08m, weighing 40Kg) through an 



14/04/17 Near Miss A Double cage was being lowered to deck level and on final approach (Deck 

14/04/17 Near Miss A small fire within the caisson was reported at circa 09:30am, colleague 

15/04/17 Near Miss Person driving Alimak on NT had heard a strange noise when ascending and 

18/04/17 Incident IP while loosening bolt hand slipped and came in to contact with concrete 

19/04/17 Incident IP was housekeeping on NT road deck as part of a 4 man team when he felt 

19/04/17 Incident A joiner cut 2 fingers (potential stitches) on the sharp edge of a piece of pour-

19/04/17 Near Miss Electrician went to sort out generator power & found that the generator was 

21/04/17 Near Miss Expansion sleeve 101E Lifting Sling failed causing the expansion sleeve to 

22/04/17 Near Miss Fire -There was a fire this morning 22/04/17 @0900 on ST tower basket 

28/04/17 Incident Dragging stillage by hand behind himself. Lifted his head and his helmet and 

03/05/17 Near Miss Rigmar team working on crane tie removal had their ropes and rigging 

04/05/17 Incident Finger hit by a hammer. IP was working on windshield installation and he 

05/05/17 Incident On Friday May 5th at approximately 14;30, the General Foreman was in the 

05/05/17 Incident Operator was using forklift today to lift bags with the waste, Friday 05/05/17 – 

05/05/17 Near Miss During a lifting operation to remove a full unit from the east side of the west 

10/05/17 Incident While descending a ladder at the crane base of ST the electrician tried to step 

13/05/17 Incident AB2000 Cat D3 Dozer had small fire within the engine/battery compartment. 

13/05/17 Near Miss Wemo-Tec MBI160 gantry hit a windshield post while traveling along the road 

16/05/17 Near Miss Whilst removing an existing signface and replacing with a new one. A panel of 

16/05/17 Near Miss Strand being destressed on cable stay slipped during operation causing DS 

19/05/17 Incident Whilst exposing rebar a bit sprung and hit back of right hand. Cleaned and 

22/05/17 Near Miss Person tripped over a board that had been placed over the expansion joint on 

22/05/17 Near Miss During the loading of steelwork beams onto a wagon on the North Wall using 

25/05/17 Near Miss When a Hi-ab operator was lifting a Tonne bag full of lifting gear the bottom of 

30/05/17 Near Miss Working within the BP Wayleave in the absence of BP Supervision

31/05/17 Near Miss A paver/Barbour Green vehicle had travelled its way from the abutment area 

31/05/17 Near Miss Dumper rolled off handbrake striking and damaging excavator. No personal 

01/06/17 Near Miss Lower Alimak hoist at CT power cable failed due to mono flex sheeting from 

02/06/17 Incident IP was on his break when he cut the index finger on his left hand. Notified the 

02/06/17 Incident VFM was on level 603 inside the tower and were lowering down a pump to 

06/06/17 Near Miss Person fell over on the CN16 Central access walkway whilst walking through 

09/06/17 Near Miss Observed operatives working at an unprotected open dropping edge (AVS 

12/06/17 Incident Person states that at approximately 08:30 am on Monday 12th June he was 

12/06/17 Incident Painter having finished his works, was descending from the painters gantry 

13/06/17 Incident Skipper on Margarethe Fighter took unwell and was evacuated to hospital

15/06/17 Incident IP cut index finger tip with blade of a grinder during copper tape cutting at 

15/06/17 Incident IP got FB in eye from Pencil grinding on brackets in tower

17/06/17 Incident Individual injured ankle whilst stepping onto Youngman board.

20/06/17 Incident While lowering a section of Alimak mast on ST using the marine crane the 

21/06/17 Near Miss Investigation Dropped Object : ~1.5m length of cut strand wire (1kg) 

22/06/17 Near Miss Hand scabbler rubber bladder popped / ruptured

28/06/17 Incident At approximately 1:15pm on the 28th June a damaged 415v cable was 

30/06/17 Incident Operative strained muscle lifting sand bags

30/06/17 Incident Whilst stepping out the stationary telehandler parked on the level road-deck 

03/07/17 Near Miss Intervention Conversation - Operative was observed to have been working at 

03/07/17 Near Miss While lowering removed central tower crane brackets wind affected load and 

04/07/17 Incident While using a low profile hydraulic torque Wrench on Guide pipe 122 west 

06/07/17 Near Miss Subcontractor had left site whilst their excavation at the public roadside was 

07/07/17 Incident IP Stepped off bus to ground and felt pain in knee.

08/07/17 Near Miss 400 KVA genny caught fire after running for approx 10 minutes

10/07/17 Near Miss Scaffold fitting dropped from above deck into West side of caisson at ST. The 

11/07/17 Near Miss Non FCBC RIDDOR Disease - HAVS - Occupational Health Works confirmed 

12/07/17 Incident Injured Party wiped the seat of the transit van and cut his finger on some 

12/07/17 Incident When coming out of the central tower internal climbing down the ladder from 

13/07/17 Incident IP was working internal below deck at South Tower installing lightning 

19/07/17 Incident IP was complaining of chest pains and sore arms along with shortness of 

22/07/17 Near Miss Automatic Kerb Lifter Near Miss: the hook that carries the suction trunk and 

25/07/17 Incident Whilst uncoiling a 60 kg copper strip for the installation of the lightning 

26/07/17 Near Miss Vehicle was speeding on the east carriageway heading north. As the minibus 



28/07/17 Near Miss White Hi top Transit / Iveco ,partial reg XXXX , Driving northbound on east 

30/07/17 Incident Whilst setting up his access ropes on the top of NT the IP thinks his trouser 

01/08/17 Incident IP was climbing ladders in the stay boxes and ducking under the scaffold 

04/08/17 Near Miss Excavating for water main tie-in, excavator dug through LV cable.

04/08/17 Near Miss Unsafe act - No handrails fitted to mobile platform with an operative working 

10/08/17 Incident Foreign body in eye whilst sweeping up. Located at SN20 on the west side 

11/08/17 Near Miss VFM were carrying out power-seating works in North Tower, anchor box 518. 

11/08/17 Incident Investigation Initiated : VFM Operative undertaking power seating activities 

14/08/17 Incident The IP was traversing up the internal access of NT from road-deck level to 

15/08/17 Near Miss DB80 Delta Bloc pre cast concrete unit slipped out of the product grab . 

15/08/17 Near Miss Whilst carrying out inspection of the windshield lighting a section of windshield 

16/08/17 Incident IP was accessing the AVS West inner deck when he tripped over a piece of 

18/08/17 Near Miss Missing handrails discovered on below deck Alimak platform. Scaffolds 

21/08/17 Near Miss While removing a scaffold platform by crane the load clipped a newly installed 

23/08/17 Incident As the IP ascended the stairwell from the north abutment onto the road-deck 

24/08/17 Incident Scaffolder reaching up to tighten a nut on a scaffold tube, with a spanner, 

24/08/17 Incident EDT employee stumbled getting off the car park shuttle bus. She went over 

25/08/17 Near Miss Within the Central Tower wind barrier location a cherry picker was observed 

28/08/17 Near Miss Lighting standard damaged as a result of mobile plant impact.

29/08/17 Near Miss A chain block was being used by others on the shuttle rail, about 100m or so 

30/08/17 Incident IP was working on the southbound carriageway at bottom of the merge with 

07/09/17 Near Miss Cyclist travelling north at speed along the current cycle route fell off his 

07/09/17 Incident manual handling injury beam dropped onto ip foot from knee height

18/09/17 Incident IP , complaining of a sore right forearm . Stated that he was stung by a biting 

18/09/17 Incident On returning from central tower to avn IP tripped and fell over a lip of steel 

19/09/17 Incident This is a retrospective / late report of a cyclist who claims to have clipped the 

19/09/17 Incident SES site supervisor had to intervene on a Transport Scotland/EDT inspection 

19/09/17 Near Miss When returning to AVN site offices from north abutment, debris about 3 

20/09/17 Near Miss A loose windshield louvre with one end out of the shoe has been reported on 

28/09/17 Near Miss The task involved was the removal of existing ITS Fibre Cable.The fibre cable 

02/10/17 Near Miss Vandalism to power cables supplying site cabins at Access 14 Mini 

03/10/17 Incident I.P. was trimming 50mm pvc duct with Stanley knife which slipped causing a 

09/10/17 Incident VFM operative (IP) was working inside stay boxes injecting resin gel, one of 

16/10/17 Incident VFM personnel were cleaning out plastic hose line used for resin anchor 

16/10/17 Near Miss Safety Observation : No external access lighting between abutment and S8 

18/10/17 Near Miss Whilst scabbling the floor to enable the new glass doors to open. The 

02/11/17 Incident Operative has contracted grinding burrs on his foot

02/11/17 Near Miss Whilst the Gantry operatives where driving south from SN13 towards the 

10/11/17 Near Miss While placing soil around ladder plinth at traffic light. Driver was blinded by 

13/11/17 Incident Operative was coughing up blood. He was taken to the hospital where it was 

15/11/17 Incident Subcontractor removing concrete walkway used for royal bridge opening 

16/11/17 Incident At the end of the shift, a Strainstall agency worker was preparing to leave his 

20/11/17 Near Miss Contractor pulling in fibre cable were witnessed climbing up bridge structure 

05/12/17 Incident Two electricians and a scaffolder were deployed to ST to put plastic washers 

03/01/18 Incident During the changeover of security guard. N/S to D/S the NS guard slipped 

10/01/18 Near Miss The Gantry Operatives travelled the Permanent "C" Gantry from S1 Pier 

15/01/18 Near Miss FCBC Transit pick up collided with FCBC van parked along side and 

16/01/18 Near Miss Confirmation via an occupational assessment carried out 16.01.18 of the 

23/01/18 Near Miss operative was using hilti TE 30 drill and placed it on ledge of cable stay box, 

29/01/18 Near Miss The sensor detached from the AGVD poles. These poles are located on the 

05/02/18 Incident IP sprained the thumb on his (L) hand whilst attempting to open the tailgate of 

06/02/18 Near Miss As the tele-handler was reversing into the south abutment through the double 

06/02/18 Incident whilst working removing silicone debri from the soffit flange on deck FS18 

18/02/18 Near Miss During lifting operations inside NT, load being lifted began to swing towards 


